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-' ' The'pres'ent invention relates to an improved A mixture of this kind is incorporated in su?i 
‘form of insulating material and the method of 
making it. J ' . ~ ~ ' 

Primarily. the material consists of a ?brous 
material such as asbestos, ?nely pulverized slag, 
a siliceous material such as, for example, diato 
,maceous earth, lime, and, if desired, a small 
amount of sodium hydroxide. Its weight ranges 
from about nine to twenty pounds per cubic foot, 
and it possesses high Wane, 10 being particularly useful for 0 er lagging when 
‘temperatures up to 1000° F. are encountered. 
j. one of the objects of the present invention is 
‘the production of such an insulating material by 
‘a process which involves the conversion of the 
?brous material into thick, rather viscous, sus 
pension while in admixture with pulverized slag, 
diatomaceous earth, and lime, and the casting 
of the resulting mixture into water-tight molds 
in which it is subjected to curing under steam 
pressure. followed by drying of the shaped pieces 

_ thus obtained. .: ' . - . > .- g ; A further object is the material thus produced. I 

r - A further object concerns itself with the meth 
ods of mixing, forv the-purpose of producing a 
:mixture which will not exhibit any marked tend 

, ency to settle from an aqueous suspension. .-, , 1 

While it has already been proposed to bond 
,diatomaceous earth into an insulating material 

a ‘by means of lime, with or without the incorpora- . 
ion of asbestos or similar inorganic ?brous mate 

‘rial, the products thus obtained, although rela 
' ttively light in weight, did not have the structural 

‘ strength of'the products made in accordance 
with the present invention. By using slag, par 
ticularly ground, water-quenched slag, not only 
‘is the product stronger, but it also costs less per 
‘cubic foot, and moreover has a better resistance 
‘against shrinkage and warping when subjected 

. ,toitemperatures near or‘ at the maximumgtem 
perature for which it is intended. 

V‘ v _The insulation made in accordance "with the 
> l I present invention is the product of a mixture 

' : made :within the limits of the following formula: 

‘‘ fllisbestos ?ber ___________ __'_ .... _.'._..'___j. 5-35 
I Finely pulverized .blast-fumace slag___._ 10-89 

‘ Diatomaceous earth _____,___,_ ____ _,_'___‘_ 3-425 ' 
Limp ..,. ._ _ I. f, , _. _: 342.5 

.. ._ .. 040g 

cient water toproduce a pourable slurry, and this 
slurry is violently agitated so as to coat.the 
asbestos ?ber with the other ingredients. .LThis 

6 can be accomplished in variousways. such, for _ 
example, as by the use of a turbo-mixe'rpr, 
preferably, a Bauer mill. The main function, of 
such mixing is to promote ?ber-to-?ber friction 
by forcing the mixture rapidly through relatively 
narrow openings. A mixture thus produced .will . 
not settle out to any great extent when left 
quiescent. Satisfactory mixing may be de?ned 
as that which results in a mixture which will 
not show clear water for more than about 7.5% 

15 of the head after being allowed to settle for three 
hours. The amount of water required, for ex- , 
ample, in connection with the preferred mixture 
above mentioned is about six parts by weight ‘to 
yield a product having a dry density of ?substan; 

0 tially 12 pounds per cubic foot. 
After the mixture has attained the required 

degree of non-settling properties, it may be drawn 
off into a storage vessel provided witnstirrers 
which keep the mixture slowly agitated so as to 

25 keep it of uniform consistency. From this vessel 
(or directly from the original mixer) sufiicient 
quantities of the-mixture are drawn off into 
.water-tight molds, which may be in the form of 
pans. ,. These, after ?lling} are "preferably 

30 bumped or vibrated so as to bring to the sur 
, face any bubbles of air,’ primarily to insure; 

formity of structure. _ . . . i . . .7 f. . 

q The pans thus ?lled are then transferred to a 
vsuitable autoclave in which they are horizontally 

5 supported. The autoclave is then closed and 
steam is admitted thereto until a pressure of 
about 100 lbs. per square inch (gauge) is ‘at 

‘tained. The pressure, and hence the curingof 
~ the material in the molds, is continued for about 
0 20 hours for slabs in which the maximum dis) 
tance from a heated surface is three inches; i.'e., ‘ 

six-inch slab. As a guide to proper autoclaving 
procedure, it has been ascertained that for ‘a > 
pressure of 100 lbs. (gauge) saturated steam, 
the time required for any given thickness of slab 
can be calculated from the following formula: 

segregating time'in hours. an his the 
5,0 fanaximum distance in inches, from a heated sur 

I'face of the slab. Thus for a ten-inch slab, this 

~ "f; ammo-la I 



would be (where D is, oi.’ course, one-half the 
thickness) 4X5+8=28 hours. It is believed that 
a reaction occurs between the slag and the 
diatomaceous earth on the one hand, and the 
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slag, diatomaceous earth and lime, about 65% 
to 95%. In the latter, but based in percentage on 
the total composition, the lime and diatoina'eebus 
earth are used in about equal proportionsfbut 

alkaline materials (lime and alkali) on the other. 5 not less than about 3% of each and _not more 
The inorganic ?brous material, such as the as- than about 42.5% of each; the slag, in any case,_ 
:Iestos, serves as a salt of skelieton to maintain accounting for the remainder of the composition, 

e dimens ons of e mater al, and becomes _ except for such alkali as may be used as a 
?xed in, position by the formation of a rather catalyst. > - 
Lough solid which is the product of the reac- 10 The amount of water mixed with the ingredi 
on. p , " ' , '- - _ents prior to agitating and molding is at least 
No evaporation of moisture takes place during three times the weight ofsthe non-aqueous in 

the autoclaving. In fact, it is distinctly advan- gredients. The steam pressure used for auto 
tageous that a small head of water remain above claving may be higher or lower than 100 lbs., 
the solids in the pans during this operation, as 15 but should not be much below about 50 lbs. 
a. better and stronger surface finish is thus 011- ,As an indication of proper autoclaving, it may 

gamed.mnlltoij;fhse3 $11: cggltfpguiéosgging pzeriod the - be mentioned tthat the product 21771111811 dmiss e e snipers“ moved from t e autoc ave shoul ave a 
ture is slowly allowed to fall.‘ It is imperative green c'olo‘f" If it is gray, 1t 15 an indication 
that the pressure not be reduced at ‘such a high 29 that there was" not enough water present during 
rate that disruptive vamnzation takes place at the autoclaving operation; that is, there has been 
the center of the cast at any time during .pres- ‘ a partial drymut, probably resulting from steam 
sure release and cooling cycle. For casts six . ? t 11- Th mduct is marketed 
inches deep, the pressure release time is approxi- Pressure uc ua cm‘ 8 p 

bricks blocks or slabs' for in mately three hours; and for casts twelve inches 25 m the forfn of ' ’ ’ 
deep’ the time is approximately ?ve hours. stance, 36 inches by 6 11101153, a Of 

, The Product in the Pens is then in the form of a from 1 inch to 4 inches. Other Special shapes 
coherent, but still ‘thoroughly wet, solid. The can of course be made- ' _ * 
shape thereof is substantially that of the molds , The importance of the mixing mention is to 
with but very litle shrinkage, about 0.7% lineal 30 be kept in mind, as this wm?butes to 9- “aside! 
being the maximum for a product having a able extent to the properties of the slurry from 
density of about 13 lbs. per cubic foot., The which the shapes are cast, and serves to keep 
Shaped pieces may then be removed from the the ingredients of the mixture from settling out. 
molds, or dried therein. _In any event, all 01' It is again emphasized that the mixture is not 
the water contained in the Shaped Pieces is I'e- 35 ?ltered, but placed in its entirety into the molds. 
m°ved by drying This is mt a °riti°a1 °Pemti°n- As the reaction proceeds during the autoclaving 

33d ii‘itirt?fi tailing? eifgpié ‘it’; 22 "Demim- ‘he mass “3;? “1pm ‘E313’; 
directly heated by gas. Finally, the dried blocks 31:61:10: 0:51:11 ‘$331561: gecg'?mg cenilegted to_ 
are cooled down and milled or sawed, or otherwise 40 _ p ’ Th 1 
trimmed to the desired dimensions; gather at their points of Contact’ e mama 
The density of the products may‘ vary between contains a great deal of empty space which is 

nine and twenty pounds per cubic foot. The occupied by the water during the process’ Put 
strength of the insulation thus obtained is quite which when eliminated by the drying °Pem1°n 
high: and on the average, the ratio of the 45 consequently leaves corresponding sPm- ?ned 

of rupture; Expressed in pounds per with air, for which 169.8011 the material 1188 its 
square inch, to the density, in pounds per cubic excellent insulating Properties It also has I 
foot, is at least 4.5-. ' _ ~ " ' " * * ? ~ ' ‘high abrasion resistance and low shrinkage loss. 

The raw materials used for the production of The invention is to be liberally construed so 
the insulation Produced as above described are 50 far as mechanical and chemical equivalents are 
allread?y available. The slag preferrediswater- concerned, and accordingly what is novel and 
quenched blast-furnace slag which has been jnventjvetherem 1'5 chimed as; v’ - 
pulverized, as for example in a ball mill. The . ocess - 3 ~ atdnsu-jatin ma. 
mm is high-calcium, dry- hydrated lime’ although tegialplliaving giglhrgtdrleggtgh all‘; low densityiapa 
quicklimasuitably hydrated before use, may be 55 ble of use at temperatures up to about 10006 F" 
used. The asbestos is preferably the 5K grade having a density of not more than about 20 
or better. The diatomaceous earth is the com- pounds per cubic foot and a modulus of mm. 
memial mm. of this.mat_ena1» 9'15‘) knowr? as ture, in pounds per squareinch, of at least 4% 
kieselguhr, etc. The alkali, such as the sodium times its density in pounds- per cubic foot’ and 
or potassium hydroxide’ may, be omitted’ but 60 a lineal shrinkage of not more than about 2% 
then a longer autoclaving- period will be required.~ when heated to 1000., F" which comprises the 
It is believed that the alkali performs the function steps of mixing asbestos ?bers’ ?nely pulverized 
9f 8-’ catalyst» but, it is quite impoftant ?‘Qm t_he quenched blast-furnace slag, diatomaceous earth, 
zgeaglf?iégtfiggwessiul.commercial exploltatmn 65 lime. and an alkali, in the proportions of said 

.~ ‘ h- rangeoe 
" The insulation made as hereinabove described 25263;: 33231119,?” w“? m the; ~ 5 ft ' 
may safely be used up to temperatures of about / - ' ' - ' > > 

1000' r‘. without significant deterioration, and . -' ' ‘ ' ~ - Fem!“ by weigh’; 

the lineal shrinkage, ‘even under the severest Asbestos ?bers—*'---'-¥—-‘-r'*-‘-"---"-'-----‘ 5'35 
conditions, does not exceed about 72%. On a 70 slag (as de?ned) -------------------- " 10'89 
basis of not exceeding a density of about 20 lbs. mammaceous earth- ------------ "r" 3'42'5 
per cubic foot, the main ingredients of\ the com- Lime - ' ' 342:5 
position may vary within the following limits: . Pf1°f° 
asbestos. or similar ?ber, 5% to 35%; reaction with an amount of ‘water, by weight, or from 

-;Pl0ducts resulting from the autoclavins of the 75 about three times to about six times the weight 

.‘ ' V .. l _ 3" a ‘_ r‘ \ 
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of the dry constituents of the resultant mixture, 
thereby producing a freely ?owable suspension; 
violently agitating said suspension by means 
which cause it to traverse a narrow con?ning 
snace under conditions of great turbulence so as 
to cause the suspension to become thickened and 
substantially non-settling; then ?lling said now 
substantially non-settling suspension into im 
perforate molds and curing it therein under a 
steam pressure of at least about 50 pounds per 
square inch (gauge), but without vaporization of 
any substantial amount of its constituent water 
until. as a result of the reaction between the com 
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ponents of the mixture, the material in the molds ‘ 
becomes hard and set, and then reducing the 
steam pressure slowly enough to prevent disrup 
tion of the hardened material, followed by ?nal 
drying thereof, whereby it is left highly porous 
by the disappearance of the water from the inter 
stices therein. 

2. An insulating material produced in accord 
ance with the process claimed in claim 1. 

CLYDE C. SCHUETZ. 
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